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FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE
Teams up with Cold Iron Studios and 20th Century to bring Aliens: Fireteam to
fans across Europe and a number of Asia/Pacific territories
PARIS, FRANCE – 3 June 2021 – FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE (FR0012419307 ALFOC), one of the Europe’s leading
video game publishers and developers, is pleased to announce its collaboration with Cold Iron Studios and 20th
Century Games for the release of Aliens: Fireteam, which will be released in Summer 2021 on Xbox Series X|S,
Xbox One, PlayStation®5, PlayStation®4 and PC. Focus will be in charge of publishing the title in Europe and several
territories in Asia.
Set in the iconic Alien universe, Aliens: Fireteam is a cooperative third-person survival shooter that drops your
squad of hardened marines into a desperate fight to contain the evolving Xenomorph threat. Face off against
waves of terrifying Xenomorph and Weyland-Yutani Synthetic foes alongside two players or AI teammates, as you
and your team mates desperately fight your way through four unique campaigns that introduce new storylines to
the Alien universe. Create and customize your own Colonial Marine, choosing from an extensive variety of classes,
weapons, gear and perks, battling overwhelming odds in this heart-pounding survival shooter experience.
John Bert, Managing Director of Focus Home Interactive declared: “We are delighted to be helping bring this
original title from the legendary Alien universe to fans. We were immediately taken in by the game, and are very
happy to collaborate with 20th Century Games and Cold Iron on this extremely ambitious project. We were quickly
convinced of Cold Iron studio's ability to create a unique and explosive experience.
Craig Zinkievich, Head of Cold Iron Studios declared: “We are very excited to partner with Focus Home Interactive
on Aliens: Fireteam,” said Craig Zinkievich, Head of Cold Iron Studios. “We respect and admire Focus' work and
commitment to their titles, and we are proud to be part of their rich and varied catalog."

About Focus Home Interactive
FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE is one of Europe’s leading video game publishers and developers. Its vocation is to
support leading international studios in the development, production monitoring, marketing, sales and financing
of their projects. As a publisher of strong brands such as The Surge, Vampyr, Mudrunner, and A Plague Tale:
Innocence, the Group generated revenues of €171 million in 2020/21, up 20% compared to the previous
comparable period. FOCUS HOME INTERACTIVE generates 95% of its sales internationally. For additional
information, visit www.focus-home.com
For more information follow us on:
Twitter - LinkedIn – YouTube - Facebook

About Cold Iron Studios
Cold Iron Studios, based in San Jose, was founded in 2015 by three industry veterans who had a goal of creating
games they want to play and building a team they love working with. Since then, the studio has expanded to 45+
awesome developers, a diverse group of passionate gamers with decades of experience developing and launching
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award-winning multiplayer and action titles. Currently, the team is working on Aliens: Fireteam, a cooperative
third-person survival shooter set in the Alien universe.
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